Topological lasers based on topologically protected edge states offer unique features and enhanced robustness of operation in comparison with conventional lasers, even in the presence of disorder, edge deformation, and localized defects. Here we propose a new class of topological lasers arising from the valley Hall edge states, which does not require external magnetic fields or dynamical modulations of the device parameters. Specifically, topological lasing occurs at domain walls between two honeycomb waveguide arrays with broken spatial inversion symmetry. Two types of valley Hall edge lasing modes are found by shaping the gain landscape along the domain walls. In the presence of uniform losses and two-photon absorption, lasing in edge states results in the formation of stable nonlinear dissipative excitations localized on the edge of the structure, even if it has complex geometry and even if it is finite. Robustness of lasing states is demonstrated in both periodic and finite structures, where such states can circumvent sharp corners without scattering loss or radiation into the bulk. The photonic structure and mechanism proposed here for topological lasing is fundamentally different from those previously demonstrated topological lasers and can be used for fabrication of practical topological lasers of various geometries.
Introduction
Nowadays, topological photonics [1, 2] is a fascinating frontier of research driven by the topology-related concepts originating from condensed matter physics [3, 4] . It has attracted worldwide attention due to the unprecedented potential that topological systems bring about for manipulation of light propagation. In a photonic topological insulator, for instance, topologically protected edge states emerge as robust localized states on the edge of a bulk photonic material, immune to defects and disorders upon their evolution. Various photonic topological insulators [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] were realized by breaking either time-reversal symmetry [13, 17] or spatial inversion symmetry [11, [18] [19] [20] [21] .
Among numerous optical structures, the photonic honeycomb lattices -also called "photonic graphene" -offer a convenient platform for exploration of various topological phenomena. The spectrum of such lattices contains three pairs of degenerate but inequivalent Dirac points ( K and K ) at the corners of the first Brillouin zone, as has been employed for demonstration of valley pseudospin and valley Landau-Zener-Bloch oscillations [22, 23] . If two sublattices of a honeycomb lattice have different refractive indices or different sizes, the inversion symmetry will be broken and a gap will open at the Dirac points, resulting in a host of fundamental new phenomena due to the intriguing valley degree of freedom [24, 25] . For instance, the Berry curvature has opposite signs at the K and K valleys, that can be attributed to the effective magnetic field leading to the well-known valley Hall effect [26] . It has been proven both theoretically and experimentally that, at the domain walls between two honeycomb lattices with inversion-symmetry breaking [27, 28] , there exist robust topologically protected valley Hall edge states (VHESs), so they can circumvent sharp corners without radia-tion into the bulk. Inspired by the discoveries in topological electronic systems, a variety of valley-mediated effects have been investigated on photonic platforms [29] [30] [31] [32] .
So far, rich physical phenomena stemming from valley degree of freedom and associated with VHESs have been considered mostly in conservative systems, leaving their dissipative counterparts largely unexplored. On the other hand, one of the most spectacular recent advances in the field of topological photonics and its technological application is the realization of topological lasers [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] , which are essentially dissipative systems. In such laser systems, lasing occurs based on topologically protected edge states and therefore exhibits features outperforming conventional lasers whose stability may be affected by perturbations such as defects and disorder. In addition to lasing based on edge states in a one-dimensional Su-Schrieffer-Heeger chain [33] [34] [35] [36] , two-dimensional topological lasing has been achieved in photonic crystals [39] and lattices of coupledring resonators [40, 41] , and has been proposed theoretically for polaritonic arrays [42] , Floquet topological insulators [43] and a bosonic Harper-Hofstadter model [44] . However, topological lasers based on VHESs that do not require external magnetic fields or dynamical modulations of system parameters have not been explored to the best of our knowledge.
The aim of this work is to introduce two-dimensional VHES lasers that can be implemented using photonic honeycomb waveguides arrays with broken spatial inversion symmetry fabricated in conventional nonlinear optical transparent materials with gain saturation. We show that topologically protected VHESs at the domain wall in this system can lase if spatially inhomogeneous gain is provided. Such topological VHES lasers do not require magnetic fields for their operation and do not rely on judicious engineering of coupling between elements as in coupled-resonator arrays. In addition, in comparison with helical waveguide arrays on which the majority of previous topological photonic systems were constructed, straight waveguide arrays taken here are more feasible for experimental realization and are free from radiative losses typical for Floquet systems.
The model and spectrum of the system
The propagation dynamics of light beams in our dissipative structure admitting VHESs can be described by the nonlinear Schrödinger-like equation that in dimensionless units reads as:
Here, 2 2 1/2 2,re re ( / ) w n n E is the scaled field amplitude; , xy are the transverse coordinates normalized to the characteristic scale w ; z is the propagation distance scaled to the diffraction length is the scaled coefficient characterizing nonlinear losses stemming from all sources, including intrinsic nonlinear losses of the medium and gain saturation in the first approximation. Further we consider focusing cubic (Kerr) nonlinearity, typical for many solid materials, including optical fibers. We assume that the VHES laser is composed of two honeycomb arrays but with broken inversion symmetry. The refractive index distribution in each array is described by the function , and we assume that every channel is a single-mode waveguide). An armchair domain wall [20, 32, [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] is created at the interface between such an array and another honeycomb array with inverted detuning AB re re pp between sublattices, as shown in Fig. 1 (pp . For convenience, we label the gain profile in Fig. 1(b) as type-I (gain on deeper sites), and that in Fig. 1(f) as type-II (gain on shallower sites). In the following, we will explain why we consider these two types of gain landscapes. The period of this structure in the y -direction equals to
We would like to mention the possibility of implementation of this scheme in pumped planar periodic structures, like those recently used in [39, 54] . In the particular case of doped chalcogenide glasses, such as GaLaS or AsSe with nonlinear index 17 2 2,re 1 10 m / W n and absorption coefficient ranging from 19 Figure 2 shows re and im versus normalized Bloch momentum K / k with K 2 / Y for different gain amplitudes im p . In the band gap, there are two VHESs throughout the first Brillouin zone, which are indicated by the red and blue colors. The red edge state is concentrated mainly on deeper sites of the domain wall [ Fig. 1(c) ], while blue edge state resides mainly on shallower sites [ Fig. 1(d) ]. This opens unique opportunity to selectively amplify necessary state by providing gain either on deeper or on shallower sites (since overall amplification exhibited by the edge state is determined by the overlap integral of its profile and gain landscape) -the reason why we introduced type-I and type-II gain landscapes. In Figs. 2(a,b) linear band structures are plotted for the type-I gain landscape with Figs. 2(a,b) , we find that the Bloch momentum interval centered on 0 k , where edge states are amplified, expands with increasing gain amplitude im p . For large gain levels im p lasing occurs in the entire first Brillouin zone for red edge state (that always feature largest effective gain for type-I landscape), and even for bulk and blue edge states. We display red edge states obtained at im 0.35 p at different momenta in Figs. 1(c,e) , while blue edge state at 0 k is shown in Fig. 1(d) . The red state in Fig. 1(c) is amplified, but blue state in Fig.  1(d) is damped. If the momentum of the red edge state is located out of the range, where im 0 , this state is damped as well. An example is shown in Fig. 1(e) that is out of the lasing range . This picture inverts for the type-II gain profile, see corresponding band structures in Figs.  2(c,d) . Now one finds that the blue edge states features the lowest lasing threshold, which is about th im 0.308 p and is higher than the lasing threshold for red edge state. The red and blue VHESs at 0 k obtained for type-II gain landscape for parameters of Fig. 2 (c) are displayed in Figs. 1(g,h) , respectively, but this time the former state is attenuated and the latter one is amplified. Providing gain on both deep and shallow sites of the armchair domain wall may lead to simultaneous lasing in red and blue edge states, but this is supposed to lead to beatings that should be avoided if single-mode operation is desired. In what follows, without loss of generality we will consider type-I gain landscape, unless stated otherwise. 
Valley Hall lasing state
Amplification of the edge states at Fig. 3(a) , where lasing domain associated with im 0 lies below the blue plane in the figure] can be eventually arrested by the nonlinear absorption. To explore the possibility of the exact and stable balance between diffraction, nonlinearity, gain and absorption in this system we now consider model (1) with all nonlinear terms included and search for stationary nonlinear edge states with constant power along propagation distance. Since several VHESs may experience amplification above the lasing threshold, we use linear mode of the conservative system with particular k value as an input for nonlinear Eq. (1) and solve it up to sufficiently large distance. In subsequent evolution, the competition between modes typically results in the emergence of stationary nonlinear dissipative edge state that we further use as an input to build the entire family of dissipative solutions parameterized by gain amplitude im p . The obtained solutions at selected value of the momentum k were additionally checked by the Newton method complemented by the power balance condition. To characterize nonlinear families of the VHESs in our laser we determine their peak amplitude max a and the nonlinear energy shift (or propagation constant) , since in stationary states exp( ) iz. Figure 3(b) show the dependencies of a and on gain amplitude im p for 0 k at different values of the nonlinear absorption coefficient . In Fig. 3 (b) the lasing threshold in im p is clearly seen, where the amplitude of the lasing state becomes nonzero. Lasing in the states with nonzero momentum k can occur too, but the threshold for lasing will be higher in this case. This is because the state with 0 k has largest overlap with gain landscape leading to the most efficient amplification. Energy shift below the lasing threshold naturally coincides with the energy of the linear edge state (corresponding state is damped), as shown by the bottom dotted line in the im ( , ) p plane in Fig. 3(b) . Above the threshold, nonlinear energy shift increases almost linearly with gain amplitude until it reaches the bottom of the bulk band, as indicated by the upper dotted line in the im ( , ) p plane in Fig. 3(b) . Since we only consider truly localized lasing states formed in the band gap, we truncate the curves in Fig. 3(b) accordingly. By comparing the curves in Fig. 3(b) for different nonlinear absorption coefficients, one finds that the interval of gain amplitudes where localized VHESs exist expands with the growth of the nonlinear absorption . [green dot in Fig. 4(a) ] in Figs. 4(e,f) , which are almost the same except for a small difference due to the artificially introduced perturbation in Fig. 4(e) . In contrast, unstable evolution at im 0.36 p is illustrated in Fig. 4(b) . Interestingly, after the transient stage 1000 2000 z , where the instability develops, the wave transforms into different stable pattern with invariable peak amplitude, see intensity distribution at 4000 z in Fig. 4(g) [corresponding to the red dot in Fig. 4(b) ]. The nonlinear energy shift for this state is 1.57 that falls into the allowed band, rather than into gap. This indicates on the presence of the small-amplitude background in this mode in the bulk of the array, which however is practically invisible on the scale of Fig. 4(g) . This mode also has phase distribution that is substantially different from that in nonlinear state residing in the gap (neighboring spots on deep channels are not out-of-phase anymore).
Since practical laser system should be spatially compact, here we propose the design of such spatially limited structures. Two different honeycomb lattices can be placed in contact such that domain wall exhibits relatively sharp bends allowing to create closedcontour configurations. Such structures with finite length of the edge are supposed to be beneficial for stability of edge modes, since they eliminate destructive perturbations with very large periods exceeding the length of the edge. Here, we design domains with triangular, hexagonal and rhombus shapes Notice that for selected parameters one observes at least two complete roundtrips of the localized initial state over the perimeter of the structure without noticeable reflections in the corners before amplification counterbalanced by the nonlinear absorption leads to transition to stable lasing along the entire perimeter (this typically happens at distances 1500 z ). Notice the absence of radiation in the bulk of this structure illustrating topological regime of operation. 
Summary
In conclusion, we have proposed the VHES lasers in inversion symmetry broken honeycomb lattices with gain applied on the armchair domain wall. The balance between diffraction, focusing nonlinearity, uniform loss, nonlinear absorption, and gain, may allow lasing and formation of topologically protected nonlinear VHESs. We found that increasing gain could destabilize the lasing states, while increasing nonlinear absorption broadens their stability intervals. Compact VHES lasers with different geometries were also designed. This work paves the way to realization of topological lasers without using magnetic fields and may inspire the investigation of topological VHESs in non-Hermitian systems. 
